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Abstract—Vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) computation offloading has
emerged as a promising solution to facilitate computing-intensive
vehicular task processing, where task vehicles (i.e., TaVs) will be
requested to offload computing-intensive tasks to server vehi-
cles (i.e., SeVs) in order to keep task delay low. However,
it is challenging for TaVs to obtain the optimal V2V com-
putation offloading decisions (i.e., realizing the minimal task
delay) due to the constraints, including: 1) incomplete offload-
ing information; 2) degraded Quality-of-Service (QoS) of SeVs;
and 3) privacy leakage risks. In this article, we develop a
learning-based V2V computation offloading algorithm enhanced
by SeV’s ability & trustfulness awareness to solve these problems.
We emphasize that the proposed algorithm learns the offload-
ing performance of candidate SeVs based on history offloading
selections, without requiring the complete offloading information
in advance. Additionally, both the QoS of SeVs and safe V2V
computation offloading are enhanced in the proposed learning-
based algorithm. Furthermore, we conduct extensive simulation
experiments to validate the proposed algorithm. The results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm reduces the average
task delay by 35% and 40%, and at the same time decreases the
learning regret by 39% and 41%, compared to the algorithms
without SeV’s ability and trustfulness awareness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of 6G and Internet of Vehicles
(IoV) technologies, vehicles have been more con-

nected and intelligent. These features facilitate the emergence
of various vehicular tasks for safe and convenient driving.
Several vehicular tasks, such as online path planning and traf-
fic abnormity detection, require massive computing resources
and completion within strict deadlines. Vehicular comput-
ers performing computing-intensive tasks could, due to the
constrained individual computing capabilities, suffer from
prolonged task delay [1], [2], [3].

A promising solution to resolve this problem is vehic-
ular computation offloading [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], where
computing-intensive vehicular tasks can be offloaded to
edge nodes. Currently, computation offloading in vehicular
networks involves vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) computation
offloading and vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) computation offload-
ing [8], [9], [10]. In V2I computation offloading, fixed entities
serve as the vehicular edge nodes, such as base stations
(BSs) and road side units (RSUs). Clearly, V2I computa-
tion offloading relies on massive fixed edge nodes and, thus,
inevitably incurs high deployment and operation expendi-
ture [11]. Moreover, it is impractical for V2I computation
offloading to handle a mass of computation tasks due to lim-
ited computing resources [12]. For example, a conventional
fixed edge node only serves a few tens of vehicles per unit
area at a price of high cost in urban intelligent transportation
systems [13].

Compared with V2I computation offloading, V2V offload-
ing enables to overcome the above-mentioned issues. V2V
computation offloading stems from the fact that substantial
vehicular computation resources are chronically underutilized,
which is caused by the mismatches between vehicular tasks
and computing resources. In V2V computation offloading,
vehicles with surplus computing resources provide the offload-
ing services for computing-intensive vehicular tasks [14],
without requiring additional deployments of fixed entities.
Thus, V2V computation offloading offers a more flexible
offloading paradigm, alleviating computation workload of
the fixed entities and facilitating resource utilization among
vehicles. Additionally, advanced communication technologies
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support reliable wireless connectivity among vehicles, such
as dedicated short-range communication (DSRC), long-term-
evolution vehicle (LTE-V), and IEEE 802.11p. In particular,
the communication link duration of V2V computation offload-
ing is longer compared with that of V2I computation offload-
ing when the two vehicles have the same driving heading [15].
In V2V computation offloading, we call vehicles with sur-
plus on-board computation resources Server Vehicles (SeVs),
and vehicles requested by computing-hungry tasks task vehi-
cles (TaVs). SeVs deliver offloading services for TaVs to keep
vehicular task delay low.

Several previous efforts have studied V2V computation
offloading [5], [12], [16]. In these works, computation offload-
ing relies on complete offloading information, including com-
munication rate and available computing resources. On this
basis, marvelous algorithms are proposed to either minimize
task delay or maximize energy efficiency. Such assumptions,
however, are difficult if not impossible to be satisfied in real-
world V2V computation offloading. The reason is that there
is no prior offloading information about channel states and
available computing resources. Specifically, vehicular mobil-
ity complicates the prediction of network topology; worse
still, available computing resources dynamically fluctuate due
to heterogeneous computing capacity and diverse vehicular
tasks.

Although existing learning-based algorithms (e.g.,
[17], [18], [19]) enable to tackle incomplete offloading
information, we emphasize that the algorithms generally can-
not be applied to V2V computation offloading directly. The
reason is that they often ignore the impact of degraded SeV’s
Quality-of-Service (QoS) and task privacy leakage. V2V
computation offloading inevitably decreases the remaining
computing resources for processing tasks initiated from SeVs,
even may degrade QoS of SeVs. Additionally, computation
offloading increases the privacy leakage risks of these tasks.
An attacker can eavesdrop on the privacy of offloaded tasks
by attacking the target SeVs based on the history offloading
inference. For example, when an entertainment-related task
is offloaded from a TaV to the SeV, identity privacy may be
leaked. Evidently, without the considerations of SeV’s QoS
and task privacy, learning-based V2V computation offloading
is easily trapped by suboptimal offloading solutions.

To address these challenges, this article proposes a learning-
based V2V computation offloading approach enhanced by the
SeV’s ability & trustfulness awareness. Specifically, TaVs are
jointly aware of SeV’s ability and trustfulness, thereby ensur-
ing the QoS of SeVs and decreasing privacy leakage risks of
offloaded tasks. Considering the ability awareness and trust-
fulness awareness, TaVs select the optimal ones from the
candidate SeVs to achieve delay-minimal computation offload-
ing without requiring the complete offloading information in
advance. To the best of our knowledge, this learning-based
computation offloading algorithm has not been studied before
in V2V computation offloading. The contributions of this
article are highlighted as follows.

1) We study a V2V computation offloading problem
(details in Section III), where computing-intensive
vehicular tasks are offloaded to vehicles with surplus

computing resources. In the problem, we jointly con-
sider incomplete offloading information, SeV’s ability
and trustfulness issues, aiming to the minimal task delay
by optimizing V2V computation offloading decisions.

2) We propose a learning-based V2V computation offload-
ing algorithm. This algorithm enables TaVs to learn the
offloading performance of candidate SeVs based on the
history offloading selections. The unique feature of this
new algorithm is that it does not require the complete
offloading information in advance, thereby facilitating
its implementation and deployment in the real world.

3) We investigate two kinds of awareness to enhance the
proposed learning-based algorithm, i.e., SeV’s ability
awareness and SeV’s trustfulness awareness (detailed in
Section IV). Specifically, SeV’s ability awareness is ben-
eficial for ensuring SeV’s QoS via concerning the SeV
offloading abilities; besides, SeV’s trustfulness aware-
ness facilitates safe computation offloading by assessing
the SeV’s trustfulness based on privacy entropy.

4) We analyze the performance loss caused by observa-
tion variances in the proposed learning-based algorithm
(detailed in Section V-C). Additionally, we conduct
extensive simulations using real-world vehicle trajectory
data sets. The results validate the effectiveness of our
proposed algorithm in terms of various parameters, such
as task delay and learning regret (detailed in Section VI).

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section II provides an overview of related works. Section III
presents the system models and problem formulation fol-
lowed by problem analysis in Section IV. Section V presents
the learning-based approach for V2V computation offloading.
In Section VI, we present the evaluations, followed by the
conclusion in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Computation offloading has been studied in many existing
works, such as [20], [21], and [22], where computing-intensive
tasks can be offloaded from end devices to edge nodes. In
this section, we review vehicular computation offloading and
learning-based computation offloading.

A. Vehicular Computation Offloading

In vehicular networks, existing works on computation
offloading can be divided into two categories: 1) V2I compu-
tation offloading and 2) V2V computation offloading [12]. In
the former offloading, vehicles commonly offload computing-
intensive tasks to static edge nodes, such as RSUs and
BSs [16], [23]. In [16], vehicular tasks are offloaded to RSUs
or executed locally. By optimizing task partition, computa-
tion offloading decisions, and system configuration, the authors
achieve the minimal task delay while maintaining the max-
imum application accuracy. In [23], a vehicle offloads its
tasks to the BS when the vehicle is within the V2I com-
munication coverage. Based on this, the authors formulate
computation offloading models to achieve the maximum com-
pletion ratio of time-critical vehicular tasks. Tang et al. [24]
proposed a dynamic offloading model, where multiple moving
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vehicles divide their tasks into sequential subtasks and can
offload the subtasks to RSUs to achieve the minimal total task
delay and waiting time. In [25], vehicles offload their tasks
to the RSU for execution under the long-term energy con-
sumption constraint, aiming at the minimal average response
time. Tang and Wu [26] designed a general caching-enabled
VEC scheme, where task caching and offloading are jointly
considered in VEC networks. Guided by this, the authors
strive for effective caching and offloading strategies to achieve
the minimal weighted sum of the service time and energy
consumption. In [27], computation-intensive vehicular applica-
tions are offloaded to RSUs to seek powerful edge processing
capabilities. Furthermore, each application can be divided into
multiple dependent tasks to be executed by different edge
servers, so as further to minimize the average completion
time of various applications. While V2I computation offload-
ing provides relatively stable computation offloading services
for user devices, such offloading relies on massive fixed edge
nodes and inevitably incurs high deployment and operation
expenditure [11]. What is worse, limited computing resources
render it impractical to handle a mass of offloading tasks and,
thus, incompetent to support computation demands from urban
intelligent transportation systems.

Different from V2I computation offloading, V2V compu-
tation offloading integrates underutilized vehicular computing
resources without requiring additional network deployments.
In this way, V2V computation offloading offers a more flex-
ible vehicular computation offloading paradigm and achieves
higher resource utilization efficiency [2], [5], [12]. Chen and
Xu [2] leveraged the task replication technique to improve
computation offloading performance. A vehicular task can be
offloaded to multiple candidate vehicles with surplus comput-
ing resources. Wang et al. [5] considered a dynamic vehicular
network, where computing-intensive vehicular tasks can be
offloaded to neighboring vehicular clusters for minimal system
energy consumption. Liu et al. [12] proposed a vehicle-
mounted edge mechanism to remedy the coverage limitation
of static edge nodes. By jointly considering path planning and
resource allocation, the maximum completed tasks of V-edge
can be achieved.

B. Learning-Based Computation Offloading

Learning-based algorithms have been studied in compu-
tation offloading [17], [18], [19], [28], [29], [30], [31],
[32], [33]. Ouyang et al. [17] proposed a Thompson-sampling-
enhanced online learning algorithm to cope with unknown
future information and system dynamics, aiming at optimizing
perceived latency and service migration cost. Sun et al. [18]
proposed an adaptive learning-based computation offloading
algorithm, enhanced by input awareness and occurrence aware-
ness, to minimize the average task delay. Zhou et al. [19]
proposed an online learning algorithm to achieve a well
tradeoff between delay and energy consumption. The algo-
rithm adopts adversarial multiarmed bandit theory to realize
ultrareliable and low-latency communication. Luo et al. [28]
derived a self-learning distributed computation offloading
scheme based on a game theorem, where vehicles make

computation offloading decisions to minimize the system
cost. Shang et al. [29] leveraged deep learning techniques to
optimize user association, data partition, transmit power and
computing resources, targeting the minimal energy consump-
tion of end-users. Lin et al. [30] investigated a contextual
clustering of bandits approach to address online computation
offloading in heterogeneous vehicular networks with unknown
environment dynamics. By learning the relationship between
historical observations and rewards, this approach minimizes
the expectation of total offloading energy consumption under
task delay constraints. Yang et al. [31] considered a computa-
tion offloading problem in dynamic fog networks, where end
users offload tasks to fog nodes under the unknown statis-
tics of arrival tasks. A learning-based approach is proposed to
achieve the minimal network latency. Tekin and Liu [32] inves-
tigated both the rested bandits’ and restless bandits’ online
learning problems in the manner of a centralized and a decen-
tralized setting. Liu et al. [33] studied a restless multiarmed
bandit problem, where the reward state of each arm follows
an unknown Markovian rule.

While the aforementioned learning-based algorithms enable
computation offloading without requiring the complete
offloading information, the following issues, which play a
vital role in effective and safe V2V computation offloading,
are insufficiently studied: 1) in V2V computation offloading,
SeVs are required to process the tasks offloaded from TaVs.
The offloading inevitably reduces the computation resources
of SeVs. In particular, when SeVs generate large own com-
putational workload, their QoS may be degraded and, hence,
decrease computation offloading efficiency and 2) the trust-
fulness issue is mostly ignored in the existing learning-based
algorithms. Without this consideration, task privacy leakage
risks increase. To address the above issues, we propose a
learning-based algorithm enhanced by SeV’s ability awareness
and trustfulness awareness in this article.

III. SYSTEM MODELS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, we first elaborate on system models, includ-
ing system overview, task model, offloading model, and
delay model. After that, we formulate the V2V computation
offloading problem.

A. System Overview

The timeline of V2V computation offloading in our system
is discretized into time slots T = {1, . . . , t, . . . , T}. At time
slot t, vehicle v is characterized by a tuple (ltv, vt

v, ht
v, Fv),

where ltv indicates the location (in longitude and latitude),
vt

v represents the velocity (in meters per second), ht
v denotes

the driving heading (in directions) and Fv is the maximum
computing resources (in CPU cycles). Vehicular roles (i.e.,
TaV and SeV), due to diverse requested tasks, may change
across epochs Bb = [tb, tb′ ], where b = 1, . . . , B, t1 = 1
and tB′ = T . TaVs select SeVs to perform V2V computation
offloading per time slot in order to keep task delay low [34].
As shown in Fig. 1, three candidate SeVs (SeVs 1–3) could
provide V2V computation offloading service for TaV 1, and
currently SeV 3 is selected. It is noted that V2V computation
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Fig. 1. Illustration of V2V computation offloading. TaVs offload tasks to
SeVs for small task computation delay. The candidate SeVs are required to
keep the same driving heading as the TaV, be within the V2V communication
coverage, and be configured with the requested computation services.

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE MAIN SYMBOLS

offloading is easily integrated into V2I computation offload-
ing. Generally, a TaV can seek V2I computation offloading
when there is no candidate SeV. Yet, this scenario is beyond
the scope of this article. We list the key notations as Table I
for better readability.

B. Task Model

At each time slot t ∈ T , TaV u ∈ U t generates a computing-
intensive task. The vehicular tasks remain unchanged within
a time slot while may vary dynamically across different
time slots. We assume that the tasks have sequential depen-
dency [35]. Task n ∈ N t is performed as a tuple of
(bt

n, ct
n, τ

t
n, ot

n) at time slot t, where bt
n indicates the task input-

data size (in bits), ct
n represents computational workload (in

required CPU cycles), τ t
n denotes the task stipulated deadline

(in second) and ot
n is the output/input ratio (in percent) [12].

For notational convenience, task n is assumed to be generated
by TaV u in this work.

To process a task, dedicated computation services are
required. However, SeV s ∈ S t has constrained storage space
and only caches limited computation services. We introduce

a binary variable αn,s ∈ {0, 1} to illustrate whether a com-
putation service requested by task n is cached (αn,s = 1) or
not (αn,s = 0) in SeV s. Guided by the computation service
caching, TaVs offload computing-intensive tasks to the SeVs
for task processing.

C. Offloading Model

V2V computation offloading is divided into three phases,
i.e., vehicular role determination, candidate SeV recognition,
and computation offloading decisions.

Vehicular Role Determination: In V2V computation offload-
ing, vehicular roles (i.e., SeVs and TaVs) change across
epochs. For a specific vehicle, it may serve as a SeV when
requested by a lightweight computational task; or become a
TaV when requested by a computing-intensive video stream-
ing task [34]. To determine the roles, each vehicle calculates
local task delay ct

v/Fv, where ct
v is the computational work-

load of vehicle v at time slot t, and Fv denotes the maximum
computing resources of vehicle v. A vehicle performs as a SeV
when the local delay is less than the task deadline; otherwise,
the vehicle acts as a TaV.

Supported by DSRC standards, the periodic beaconing mes-
sages disseminate the physical information among vehicles,
such as the information of vehicular role, location, velocity,
and driving heading [18].

Candidate SeV Recognition: For a TaV u, SeV s is recog-
nized as a candidate SeV when ensuring: 1) SeV s is in the
same driving heading with TaV u, i.e., ht

s = ht
u; 2) the distance

between SeV s and TaV u is within the V2V communication
coverage of R at the beginning of time slot t, i. e., |lts−ltu| ≤ R;
and 3) SeV s caches the computation service requested by
task n, i.e., αn,s = 1. The former two constraints are used
to maintain reliable communication links between TaVs and
SeVs [18]; the latter one ensures the support of computation
service. Let S t

n �= ∅ denote the candidate SeV set for TaV u
at time slot t. Note that the candidate SeV set may change
across epochs due to vehicular mobility and diverse requested
tasks.

Computation Offloading Decisions: After determining can-
didate SeVs, each TaV offloads computing-intensive tasks
to the selected SeV in order to keep task delay low. Let
xt

n,s ∈ {0, 1} denote the V2V computation offloading deci-
sion. When xt

n,s = 1, task n is offloaded to SeV s at time slot
t; otherwise, SeV s is not selected. Without loss of generality,
we assume that each task can be offloaded to a single SeV per
time slot to maintain task continuity [36].

D. Delay Model

Task delay involves upload delay, processing delay, and
result feedback delay. Several factors affect task delay, includ-
ing communication links, data size, computational workload,
and allocated computing resources.

Upload Delay: Based on the computation offloading deci-
sion, a TaV uploads its task of bt

n data bits to the target SeV.
In V2V computation offloading, we assume that the network
states are identical per time slot, while the states vary across
time slots [37]. We define gt

u,s and It
u,s as the channel gain
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and the interference between TaV u and SeV s at time slot t,
respectively. Given fixed wireless bandwidth W, noise power
δ2 and transmission power p, we obtain the task upload rate
between TaV u and SeV s at time slot t

r(up),t
u,s = W log2

(
1+ pgt

u,s

δ2 + It
u,s

)
, s ∈ S t

n, t ∈ T . (1)

Based on the upload rate, we obtain the upload delay

T(up),t
n,s = bt

n

r(up),t
u,s

, s ∈ S t
n, t ∈ T . (2)

We emphasize that the upload rates between SeVs and TaVs
cannot be obtained in advance, since network states are hard
to model or predict in V2V computation offloading.

Processing Delay: After a TaV uploads its task to SeV s,
the SeV will allocate computing resources for processing the
task. Since a SeV may serve for multiple TaVs, we consider
that the computation resource allocation of SeV s to task n at
time slot t follows the allocation policy of Pt

n,s ∈ P t
s. Without

loss generality, the policy is assumed to be a set of discrete
coefficients of computation resource provisioning [38]. Guided
by this, the computation resources allocated from edge server
s to task n at time slot t are expressed as follows:

f t
n,s = fs

Pt
n,s∑

i∈N t
s

Pt
i,s
∀xt

n,s = 1, s ∈ S t
n, t ∈ T (3)

where fs is the total computation resources of SeV s and N t
s is

the tasks offloaded to SeV s at time slot t. Observe that when
Pt

n,s = 1 ∀xt
n,s = 1, edge server m evenly allocates compu-

tation resources for the offloaded vehicular tasks. In practice,
several process schedulers enable approximation of this com-
putation configuration process, such as distributed weighted
round-robin (DWRR) [39]. It is assumed that the allocated
computing resources remain fixed per time slot while changes
across time slots [18].

Hence, the processing delay of task n at time slot t can be
written as

T(pr),t
n,s = ct

n

f t
n,s

, s ∈ S t
n, t ∈ T . (4)

It is noted that the allocated computing resources are unavail-
able before computation offloading due to heterogeneous
computing capacity and diverse vehicular tasks.

Result Feedback Delay: After processing task n, SeV s
needs to feedback the computation result of bt

not
n bits to TaV u.

When the distance between SeV s and TaV u is within the
V2V communication coverage, SeV s can directly transmit
the computation results to TaV u. If the distance exceeds the
V2V communication coverage due to vehicular mobility, the
computation results need to be transmitted via edge relaying
and, hence, incur the relay delay ω. We denote T(fb),t

n,s as the
result feedback delay, expressed as

T(fb),t
n,s =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

bt
not

n

r(dl),t
s,u

, |lts − ltu| ≤ R (5)

bt
not

n

r(dl),t
s,u

+ ω, |lts − ltu| > R (6)

where r(dl),t
s,u is the result feedback rate between SeV s and

TaV u at time slot t.

E. Problem Formulation

In V2V computation offloading, task delay affects QoS
directly, especially for delay-sensitive vehicular tasks [18].
Conditioned on S t

n �= ∅ (i.e., there is at least one SeV for
task n at time slot t), task delay involves the upload delay,
processing delay and result feedback delay. When task n is
offloaded to SeV s at time slot t, task delay is expressed as

Tt
n,s = T(up),t

n,s + T(pr),t
n,s + T(fb),t

n,s , s ∈ S t
n, t ∈ T . (7)

To reduce the impact of randomness per time slot, our
objective is to minimize the average overall task delay within
T time slots [40]. Besides, a series of constraints need to
be guaranteed to implement V2V computation offloading.
Mathematically, we formulate the V2V computation offloading
problem as follows:

min
xt

n,s,P t
s

1

T

∑
t∈T

∑
n∈N t

∑
s∈S t

n

E
{
Tt

n,s

}
(8)

s.t.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

f t
n,s ≤ Fs (9)

αn,s ∈ {0, 1} (10)

xt
n,s ∈ {0, 1} (11)∑

s∈S t
n

xt
n,s = 1. (12)

Constraint (9) is the computing resource constraint, i.e.,
the allocated computing resources cannot exceed the maxi-
mum SeV computing resources per time slot. Constraint (10)
denotes the service constraint, i.e., a computation service
will be cached or not in a SeV. Constraints (11) and (12)
are offloading decision constraints, i.e., each TaV selects a
single SeV s for task processing to maintain task continuity.

To address the above problem as defined in (8) under
the constraints of (9) through (12), the complete offload-
ing information is required in advance, including the
information on channel states and available computing
resources. Unfortunately, vehicular mobility complicates the
prediction of network topology; available computing resources
dynamically fluctuate caused by heterogeneous computing
capacity and diverse vehicular tasks. As such, TaVs need to
make V2V computation offloading decisions based on the
incomplete offloading information. This issue incapacitates
traditional optimization solutions, e.g., dynamic program-
ming algorithms. What is worse, V2V computation offloading
inevitably decreases the remaining SeV computing resources,
and may degrade QoS of SeVs. Additionally, computation
offloading increases the privacy leakage risks of these tasks.
While existing learning-based algorithms enable to tackle
incomplete offloading information, the algorithms often ignore
the impact of degraded SeV’s QoS and task privacy leakage.
Without these considerations, V2V computation offloading is
easily trapped by suboptimal offloading solutions. Thus, the
existing algorithms cannot be applied to the V2V computation
offloading problem directly.
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IV. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

To resolve the V2V computation offloading problem,
the above-mentioned challenges (i.e., incomplete offloading
information, degraded QoS of SeVs, and task privacy leak-
age risks) are required to be addressed. To this end, in this
section, we first analyze the offloading information, and then
we design SeV’s ability and trustfulness awareness to facilitate
effective and safe V2V computation offloading. After that, we
summarize the problem analysis.

A. Information Analysis

We analyze the offloading information based on whether
TaVs are aware of the information in advance.

On the one hand, TaVs generate computing-intensive tasks
per time slot, and the task information (i.e., bt

n, ct
n, τ t

n,
and ot

n) can be acquired by TaVs before computation offload-
ing. Besides, physical information of SeV s at time slot t
(i.e., lts, vt

s, and ht
s) can be obtained by TaVs via DSRC

standards and LTE-V. On the other hand, some offloading
information is unavailable for TaVs, such as the communica-
tion rate between TaVs and SeVs (i.e., rt

s,u) and the allocated
computing resources from SeVs (i.e., f t

n,s).
Remarks: It is noteworthy that V2V computation offloading

with complete offloading information is often not the case in
the real world since the following issues remain: 1) the trans-
mission rate between TaVs and SeVs is complicated to model
or predict due to vehicular mobility and varying network
topology and 2) TaVs generate diverse tasks and SeVs have
heterogeneous computing capacities. The facts hinder TaVs
from obtaining information on allocated computing resources.

The challenge motivates us to seek V2V computation
offloading without requiring complete offloading information
in advance. To that end, we propose a learning-based V2V
computation offloading algorithm, detailed in Section V.

B. Ability Awareness

In V2V computation offloading, all vehicles have an inher-
ent incentive to join the cooperation, since they may want
to use resources from other vehicles. If a vehicle is unco-
operative, e.g., always using computing resources from other
vehicles but never sharing its own resources, the vehicular
network does not have to allow the vehicle to receive compu-
tation offloading services. Based on the cooperative paradigm,
there are many works that study V2V computation offloading,
such as [12], [41], and [42].

While SeVs and TaVs behave in a cooperative manner, it
is not straightforward to achieve effective V2V computation
offloading. The reason is that V2V computation offloading
inevitably prolongs task computation delay of SeVs and,
hence, degrades the QoS, especially for the SeVs not hav-
ing excessive spare resources. More explicitly, for a specific
SeV, its tasks are processed locally and the delay is determined
by its task computational workload and computing resources.
When implementing V2V computation offloading, the SeV
will receive the offloading requests from TaVs. Then, the SeV
is required to allocate its computing resources to the TaVs for
task processing. In V2V computation offloading, we recognize

that the offloaded tasks hold the same priority as the local
tasks of SeVs. The intuition is that V2V computation offload-
ing concentrates on the whole system performance rather than
individual interests. When requested by TaVs, the SeVs with
moderate computing resources may have to sacrifice their own
QoS to guarantee the system’s performance. For example, the
computation delay of a SeV will double after contributing half
of its computing resources to TaVs.

More importantly, offloading abilities of SeVs are hetero-
geneous due to different individual computing resources and
heterogeneous computational workload. To achieve effective
V2V computation offloading meanwhile guaranteeing QoS of
SeVs, it is crucial to measure the abilities of SeVs in vehicu-
lar networks. To that end, we define a SeV’s ability-awareness
function to assess the offloading ability of SeV s at time slot
t, expressed as

At
s = γ Fs

√
σ t

s , s ∈ S t
n, t ∈ T (13)

where γ is a normalized coefficient to make the ability range
from 0 to 1, and Fs is the maximum computing resources of
SeV s. We define σ t

s = ct
s(c−ct

s), where ct
s represents the task

computational workload of SeV s at time slot t, c ∈ (ct
s, 2ct

s).
When SeV s has heavy computational workload, σ t

s will drop
sharply and, hence, go against large ability. Based on (13),
the ability of SeV s at time slot t is jointly determined by
the maximum computing resources (i.e., Fs) and the compu-
tational workload (i.e. ct

s). Suppose that: 1) SeV s has large
computing resources and 2) small computational workload,
then the SeV will possess a great ability for processing tasks
offloaded by TaVs.

Remarks: The ability-awareness scheme is beneficial for
V2V computation offloading via resolving the degraded QoS
of SeVs. Specifically, SeV’s ability awareness jointly considers
the maximum computing resources and computational work-
load of SeVs. When a SeV has moderate computing resources
and large own computational workload, the ability-awareness
scheme ensures that the SeV has less offloading ability. As
such, when implementing V2V computation offloading, TaVs
should incline to select SeVs with large abilities to maintain
the QoS of SeVs.

C. Trustfulness Awareness

Despite offloading computing-intensive tasks to SeVs facil-
itates less computation delay, privacy leakage risks in V2V
computation offloading cause tremendous difficulties for fully
reaping the benefits of task offloading [43]. Specifically, act-
ing as both resource requester and provider, vehicles are
often owned by individuals and generate massive private data;
besides, in the open V2V edge computing network, there are
inevitably malicious attackers which destroy the reliability and
stability of V2V computation offloading [44].

In V2V computation offloading, an attacker tries to eaves-
drop on the privacy information of the offloaded tasks when
tasks are offloaded to SeVs. Then, the attacker will infer
the selected probability of candidate SeVs based on his-
tory offloading selections and, hence, attack the SeV with
the largest probabilities [45]. If the attacked SeV is exactly
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selected to deliver computation offloading services, the privacy
leakage turns out. Consequently, the spatiotemporal interac-
tions of drivers with others may be exposed when mobility
data is leakages [46]. What is worse, the privacy leakage may
incur incorrect driving strategies and, thus, deteriorate traffic
safety for driving-related tasks.

To address the issue of privacy leakage, we assess SeV’s
trustfulness in providing computation offloading guidance,
facilitating safe V2V computation offloading. Since vehicles in
the same area often have similar task requests [47], the SeVs
equipped with large computing capabilities may be frequently
selected to deliver computation offloading services. The fre-
quent selections inherently increase the attacked risks of those
SeVs. On this basis, we introduce privacy entropy to measure
trustfulness [48]. The trustfulness of SeV s at time slot t is
expressed as

Ht
s = −pt

s log pt
s −

(
1− pt

s

)
log
(
1− pt

s

)
, s ∈ S t

n, t ∈ T (14)

where pt
s denotes the probability that SeV s is selected to pro-

vide computation offloading services at time slot t. A large
trustfulness of Ht

s represents low privacy leakage risks of
SeV s. Clearly, when pt

s = 1/2, SeV s holds the largest
selected uncertainty and has a large trustfulness to process the
offloaded tasks. In this case, the SeV is hard to be inferred
by an attacker and, thus, decreases privacy leakage risks of
offloaded tasks.

Remarks: Trustfulness awareness is beneficial for safe V2V
computation offloading. Specifically, privacy entropy quanti-
fies the trustfulness of SeVs. A SeV with larger trustfulness
offers a higher probability of safe computation offloading,
which provides guidance for SeV selections. As such, in V2V
computation offloading, TaVs are prone to selecting SeVs with
high trustfulness to reduce privacy leakage risks.

D. Summary

The above-mentioned three challenges impede effective and
safe V2V computation offloading, summarized as: 1) incom-
plete offloading information; 2) degraded QoS of SeVs; 3)
privacy leakage risks.

Incomplete offloading information calls for a learning-based
algorithm. The algorithm enables TaVs to make computa-
tion offloading decisions based on the history offloading
performance of SeVs, without requiring the complete offload-
ing information in advance. Furthermore, considering the
degraded QoS of SeVs and privacy leakage risks of offloaded
tasks, the proposed learning-based algorithm needs to be aware
of SeV’s ability and trustfulness to facilitate effective and safe
V2V computation offloading.

V. LEARNING-BASED V2V COMPUTATION OFFLOADING

In this section, we propose a learning-based V2V computa-
tion offloading algorithm. The algorithm enables SeV ability
& trustfulness awareness, named LTO-ATA. Besides, we con-
duct theoretical analysis on the upper regret bound for the
LTO-ATA algorithm.

A. Learning-Based Solution to Tackle Incomplete
Offloading Information

In V2V computation offloading, TaVs have to make offload-
ing decisions based on incomplete offloading information.
Specifically, vehicular mobility complicates the prediction
of network topology; fluctuant computing capabilities hinder
TaVs from obtaining the allocated computing resources from
SeVs. These facts lead to lacking transmission rate information
and computing resource information. Incomplete offloading
information motivates us to seek learning-based V2V com-
putation offloading. In this way, TaVs observe and learn
offloading performance of candidate SeVs based on history
offloading selections, so as to offload its task to the SeV with
minimal task delay, without requiring the complete offloading
information in advance.

MAB serves as a promising learning-based solution for
V2V computation offloading [49]. In an MAB problem, a
TaV acts as a “gambler” and a candidate SeV serves as an
“arm.” The gambler selects an arm without requiring com-
plete offloading information in advance and correspondingly
acquires a reward (i.e., task delay). To achieve maximum
rewards (i.e., the minimal task delay), there are two selec-
tions for the TaV: 1) exploring a new SeV for a possible
less task delay and 2) exploiting the SeV with minimal
task delay up to now to avoid unnecessary exploration.
Clearly, the selections inherently involve the exploration–
exploitation dilemma. The classical MAB algorithms enable
well-balanced exploration and exploitation via continuous
learning, such as the upper confidence bounds (UCBs)
algorithm [49].

However, V2V computation offloading incapacitates the
existing algorithms. The reasons are as follows.

1) Vehicular roles change across epochs. TaVs need to
implement the learning-based algorithm for different
“arms” at each epoch.

2) V2V computation offloading may degrade the QoS of
SeVs. As such, SeV’s ability should be considered in
the learning-based algorithm.

3) The learning-based algorithm is required to measure
SeV’s trustfulness to avoid privacy leakage risks in V2V
computation offloading.

Without these considerations, existing learning-based algo-
rithms cannot be applied for V2V computation offloading
directly.

B. LTO-ATA Algorithm

Motivated by the limitations of existing algorithms, we
propose the LTO-ATA algorithm. We emphasize that the LTO-
ATA algorithm enables SeV’s ability awareness and SeV’s
trustfulness awareness, without requiring the complete offload-
ing information in advance. Specifically, a TaV learns the
offloading performance of candidate SeVs based on history
offloading selections. Since the SeV states (i.e., transmis-
sion rate and available computing resource) are changing
across time slots, single learning cannot reflect the offload-
ing performance of the SeV. As such, continuous learning
is required in the LTO-ATA algorithm to smooth observation
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Algorithm 1: LTO-ATA Algorithm

Input : Physical information ltv, vt
v, ht

v, Fv and task
information bt

n, ct
n, τ

t
n, ot

n.
Output: Vehicular computation offloading decision xt

n,s,
computation resource allocation policy P t

s.
1 Phase 1: Initialization
2 Default S0

n = ∅, K0
n,s = 0 T̄0

n,s = 0.
3 for t = 1 to t = T do
4 Phase 2: Vehicular role determination
5 if ct

v/Fv < τ t
v then

6 Vehicle v acts as a SeV.
7 end
8 else
9 Vehicle v acts as a TaV.

10 end
11 Phase 3: Candidate SeV recognition
12 if ht

s = ht
u, |lts − ltu| ≤ R, and αn,s = 1 then

13 Sev s serves as a candidate, S t
n ← s.

14 end
15 Phase 4: Learning while offloading
16 Update TaV set U t and SeV set S t.
17 if ∃ SeV s, Kt−1

n,s = 0 then
18 SeV s is selected at the t-th time slot, ξ t

n = s and
Kt

n,ξ t
n
= 1.

19 end
20 else
21 Calculate the index value for each candidate SeV

s ∈ S t
n based on (15).

22 Offload task n to ξ t
n, such that (16) is satisfied.

23 end
24 Calculate the vehicular task delay Tt

n,ξ t
n
.

25 Update Kt
n,s based on (18).

26 Update T̄ t
n,s based on (19).

27 Phase 5: Computation resource allocation
28 Obtain the task set of N t

s of SeV s at time slot t.
29 Determine P t

n,s for each task n ∈ N t
s .

30 end

variance [50]. Besides, to ensure effective and safe V2V com-
putation offloading, TaVs need to be aware of SeV’s ability
and trustfulness in the algorithm. On this basis, TaVs decide
to select the current optimal SeV, or explore other candi-
date SeVs for possible less task delay. After several learning
iterations, the TaV finds out the optimal SeV to implement
V2V computation offloading. The computation offloading
achieves low task delay meanwhile considering QoS of SeV
and task privacy risks. Clearly, the proposed LTO-ATA algo-
rithm is extremely different from the existing learning-based
algorithms.

The LTO-ATA algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1, where
the number of learning times is equal to the number of
time slots. The reason is that each TaV learns the offload-
ing performance of SeVs and updates the V2V computation
offloading decisions per time slot. Algorithm 1 consists of
five phases, i.e., the initialization phase (lines 1 and 2), the

vehicular role determination phase (lines 3–10), the candidate
SeV recognition phase (lines 11–14), the learning while
offloading phase (lines 15–26), and the computation resource
allocation phase (lines 27–30).

In the initialization phase (lines 1 and 2), the candidate SeVs
for task n are defaulted as an empty set at the initial time slot.
Let Kt

n,s and T̄ t
n,s denote the selected times and the average

task delay of SeV s for processing task n after t time slots,
respectively. Both Kt

n,s and T̄ t
n,s are set as zero at the initial

time slot, i.e., K0
n,s = T̄0

n,s = 0.
In the vehicular role determination phase (lines 3–10), each

vehicle calculates the local task delay. When the local task
delay is less than the task deadline, the vehicle is categorized
as a SeV; otherwise, the vehicle is categorized as a TaV. In
V2V computation offloading, vehicular roles (i.e., SeVs and
TaVs) may change across epochs due to diverse requested
vehicular tasks.

In the candidate SeV recognition phase (lines 11–14), we
obtain the candidate SeV set for each TaV. The candidate SeV
needs to satisfy: 1) the physical constraint, i.e., the candidate
SeV needs to directly communicate and keeps the same driving
heading with the TaV and 2) the service caching constraint,
i.e., the SeV is required to configure the computation service
requested by the TaV. These two constraints ensure reliable
communication links and computation service support. When
the constraints are both satisfied, a SeV becomes one of the
candidate SeVs for the TaV.

In the learning while offloading phase (lines 15–27), the
TaV makes the V2V computation offloading decision based
on the history offloading performance of SeVs. To this end,
we update the candidate SeV set first. We then define ξ t

n to
represent the selected SeV for processing task n at time slot t.

1) If there exists SeV s not been selected once after t − 1
time slots, it will be selected at time slot t. This behavior
facilitates learning exploration, avoiding local optimum.
In this case, ξ t

n = s and Kt
n,ξ t

n
= 1.

2) When each candidate SeV has been selected at least
once after t − 1 time slots, we derive the index-based
minimal value research to implement V2V computation
offloading. We define the index function of SeV s at
time slot t as follows:

	 t
s =

(
1− At

s

)(
1− Ht

s

)(
T̄ t−1

n,s −ϒ t−1
n,s

)
, t ∈ T (15)

where (1 − At
s) and (1 − Ht

s) reflect the SeV’s ability
awareness and trustfulness awareness, respectively. For
a SeV, if it has higher offloading ability and trustfulness,
the SeV contributes to a smaller index value and, thus,
has a larger chance to be selected. Besides, T̄ t−1

n,s denotes
the average offloading delay of task n after (t− 1) time
slots. This demonstrates that the index-based research
is based on the SeV history offloading performance
(i.e., task delay), without requiring complete offloading
information in advance. ϒ t−1

n,s is the confidence bound,
which is used to achieve the balance between exploration
and exploitation [49]

ϒ t−1
n,s =

√
β ln t

Kt−1
n,s

, t ∈ T (16)
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where t denotes the current total learning times (i.e.,
time slots), t =∑s∈S t Kt

n,s. Besides, Kt−1
n,s is the selected

times of SeV s for processing task n after t − 1 times
learning. Less selected times contribute to a less index
value, which facilitates learning exploration. The param-
eter β is used to adjust the weight of exploration, we
will discuss the impact of β on offloading performance
in Section VI-E.

On this basis, we find out the target SeV (i.e., SeV ξ t
n) via

the index-based minimal value research

ξ t
n = arg min

s∈S t
n

	 t
s, t ∈ T . (17)

Overall, the index-based minimal value research enables to
find out the SeV with minimal task delay without requiring
the complete offloading information in advance, meanwhile
being aware of SeV’s ability and trustfulness.

After that, we update the selected times of SeV ξ t
n up to the

tth time learning, expressed as

Kt
n,ξ t

n
= Kt−1

n,ξ t
n
+ 1, t ∈ T . (18)

Furthermore, we obtain the task delay conducted by SeV ξ t
n

based on the (7). The average task delay of SeV ξ t
n needs to

be updated as follows:

T̄ t
n,ξ t

n
=

T̄ t−1
n,ξ t

n
Kt−1

n,ξ t
n
+ Tt

n,ξ t
n

Kt
n,ξ t

n

, t ∈ T . (19)

In the computation resource allocation phase (lines 27–30),
we obtain the task set for each SeV based on the offload-
ing decisions. Then, each SeV determines the computation
resource allocation strategies of P t

n,s, and offloaded tasks are
processed by the allocated computation resources.

Repeat the learning iterations for phases 2 to phase 5 in the
LTO-ATA algorithm until learning times t > T .

We emphasize that the proposed LTO-ATA algorithm is
easy to implement in real-world V2V computation offloading.
The reason is that the intractable offloading information is not
required in advance, such as a complicated network topology
and varying allocated computing resources. In V2V compu-
tation offloading, the proposed LTO-ATA algorithm imple-
ments computation offloading based on incomplete offloading
information. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm is enhanced
by SeV’s ability awareness and SeV’s trustfulness awareness,
facilitating effective and safe V2V computation offloading.

Ability & Trustfulness Awareness: From the index function
defined in (15), we find that lower SeV’s ability (i.e., At

s) and
trustfulness (i.e., Ht

s) contribute to a larger index value, thus
the SeV has less chance to be selected. In contrast, a SeV with
larger At

s and Ht
s is beneficial for a small index and, hence, is

more likely to be selected. In this way, the proposed LTO-ATA
algorithm empowers to dynamically optimize the computation
offloading strategies based on the SeV’s ability and the SeV’s
trustfulness and, thus, contributes to effective and safe V2V
computation offloading.

Computational Complexity of the LTO-ATA Algorithm:
Line 5 calculates the local task delay for overall vehicles in
V2V computation offloading. The computational complexity

is O(St +Ut), where St denotes overall SeVs and Ut is TaVs
at time slot t, St = |S t| and Ut = |U t|. Line 21 calculates the
index value for all candidate SeVs, the computational com-
plexity is O(St

n), where St
n denotes the overall candidate SeVs

for task n at time slot t, St
n = |S t

n|. Line 22 shows a minimum
value-seeking problem, occupying O(St

n) computational com-
plexity. Line 29 determines computation resource allocation
strategies. The complexity is O(Pt

n,s), where Pt
n,s = |P t

n,s|
is the strategy space of computation resource allocation.
Additionally, the update behaviors in lines 16, 25, and 26 have
the computational complexity of O(1). Therefore, we conclude
that the computational complexity of our proposed algorithm
is O(St + Ut + NtSt

n + Nt
sP

t
n,s), where Nt = |N t| is the total

offloaded tasks, and Nt
s = |N t

s | denotes the task set served by
SeV s at time slot t.

C. Regret Analysis

In this section, we study the learning regret conducted by the
proposed LTO-ATA algorithm. We define the learning regret
of task n as: �n = μn,s−μn,∗, where μn,s is the expected task
delay performed by SeV s, and μn,∗ is the minimal expected
task delay conducted by the optimal SeV. The total learning
regret after T times learning is defined as

RT =
T∑

t=1

Nt∑
n=1

St
n∑

s:μt
n,s>μt

n,∗

�nE
{
KT

n,s

}
. (20)

Theorem 1: Considering St
n candidate SeVs for task n at

time slot t, we drive the learning regret of the LOT-ATA algo-
rithm. After T times learning, the total learning regret is upper
bounded as

RT ≤
T∑

t=1

Nt∑
n=1

St
n∑

s:μt
n,s>μt

n,∗

�nE

{
(O(1)+ Tf (e))

+
⌈

4β�n
((

1− At∗
)(

1− Ht∗
))2 ln T(

μ∗
(
1− At∗

)(
1− Ht∗

)− μs
(
1− At

s

)(
1− Ht

s

))2
⌉}

.

(21)

Proof: See the Appendix.
Remarks: Based on Theorem 1, we find that more time slots

and vehicular tasks cause larger learning regret. The reason
is that the time slots and tasks increase the times of task
offloading, which raises the number of incorrect offloading
decisions. Additionally, when there are many SeVs with poor
offloading performance, the selection space of task offload-
ing enlarges, and the SeVs with poor offloading performance
become easier to be selected. This leads to larger learning
regret. Furthermore, Theorem 1 shows that the proposed LTO-
ATA algorithm can provide a performance guarantee under
incomplete offloading information, and the performance is also
related to SeVs’ ability and trustfulness.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct simulations to evaluate the
proposed algorithm and analyze the total learning regret.
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TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTINGS

A. Simulation Setup

We use the urban vehicle trajectory data set [51] in Futian
District, Shenzhen, from 22◦31′N to 22◦33′N, from 114◦2′E
to 114◦7′E. It records the GPS coordinates of 500 vehicles,
logged approximately every 10 s, from 20 August 2019, to 9
September 2019. These trajectories are used to simulate the
vehicle traveling in the urban vehicular networks. The sim-
ulations of computation offloading are conducted based on
the MindSpore framework platform. We set the V2V com-
munication radius as 100 m. Taking the computing-intensive
vehicular video streaming tasks as an instance, in which each
task is regarded as a one-second video clip. For a video clip
with 176 –144 video resolution, 24.8k pixels per frame and
25 frames per second, its data size is 0.62 Mbits [52]. Without
loss of generality, we assume that input task data bits of bt

n fol-
low uniform distribution within [0.2, 1] Mbits, computational
intensity is set as 1000 Cycles/bit and the task deadline is
evenly distributed with (25, 1500) ms. The maximum comput-
ing resources of each vehicle are randomly distributed within
[1, 5] GHz. In addition, the channel bandwidth W is set
as 10 MHz, and the transmission power P is set as 0.1 W.
The channel gain between SeV s and TaV u is modeled as
gt

u,s = A(ltu,s)
−2, where A is −17.8 dB [18], and ltu,s denotes

the distance between TaV u and SeV s at time slot t. The
parameter settings are listed, shown in Table II.

We compare the proposed LTO-ATA algorithm with the
following algorithms.

1) Computation Offloading With the Complete Offloading
Information (CI): This offloading assumes that accurate
transmission rate information and computing resource
information are known prior to TaVs. Guided by the
complete offloading information, TaVs make offloading
decisions without requiring information learning [23].

2) UCB-Enabled Computation Offloading With SeV’s
Ability Awareness (UCB-AA): This algorithm considers
SeVs’ ability awareness in a UCB-enabled learning-
based offloading paradigm. The index function is

defined as 	 t
s = (1 − At

s)(T̄
t−1
n,s −

√
β ln t/Kt−1

n,s ) [53].
When implementing V2V computation offloading, TaVs
incline to select SeVs with large abilities to maintain
QoS of SeVs.

3) UCB-Enabled Computation Offloading With SeV’s
Trustfulness Awareness (UCB-TA): This algorithm con-
cerns SeVs’ trustfulness awareness in a UCB-enabled
learning-based offloading paradigm. The index function

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Illustration of (a) ability and (b) trustfulness of a SeV.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Comparison of different algorithms in (a) average task delay and
(b) suboptimal offloading probability.

is defined as 	 t
s = (1−Ht

s)(T̄
t−1
n,s −

√
β ln t/Kt−1

n,s ) [11].
In V2V computation offloading, TaVs are prone to
selecting SeVs with high trustfulness to reduce privacy
leakage risks.

4) UCB1: This is a traditional UCB algorithm, and
the index function is defined as 	 t

s = T̄ t−1
n,s −√

β ln t/Kt−1
n,s [50]. In the nonadjustable learning-

based computation offloading algorithm, neither the
SeV’s ability nor trustfulness awareness is taken into
consideration.

B. Ability and Trustfulness Awareness

Fig. 2 illustrates the ability and trustfulness of a SeV. From
the figure, we find that more computing resources contribute
to a larger ability. Furthermore, we observe that a SeV has the
largest trustfulness value when the selected probability is 0.5
(i.e., the largest uncertainty). The reason is that large uncer-
tainty effectively decreases the probability of the attacker’s
correct inference. In V2V computation offloading, TaVs are
prone to selecting SeVs with high abilities and trustfulness to
maintain the QoS of SeVs and reduce privacy leakage risks.

C. Performance Comparison

Fig. 3(a) shows the impact of the time slots (i.e., learning
times) on average task delay under different algorithms. As the
learning times increase, the optimal SeV can be found and,
thus, the average task delay decreases. The proposed algo-
rithm achieves smaller task delay than other learning-based
algorithms. In particular, UCB1 suffers from excessive delay
without awareness of SeV’s ability and trustfulness. Fig. 3(b)
presents the impact of learning times on the probability of
suboptimal offloading under various algorithms. Small learn-
ing times lead to a large probability of suboptimal offloading.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Comparison of different variances in (a) average task delay and
(b) suboptimal offloading probability.

TABLE III
CANDIDATE SEV SET IN V2V COMPUTATION OFFLOADING

As learning times increase, the suboptimal probabilities of the
learning-based algorithms reduce. As the ideal case, CI always
maintains the optimal offloading since the complete offloading
information is available. The results in Fig. 3 indicate that the
overall performance is tightly related to the learning times.
For example, at least 50 times learning is essential for the
proposed algorithm to realize satisfactory delay performance.

Fig. 4 presents the comparison between different variances
in the average task delay and suboptimal offloading proba-
bility. Large observation variance hampers the deviation of
optimal SeV and, thus, prolongs the task delay and increases
the probability of suboptimal offloading. When there are no
observation variances, each TaV enables to find out the optimal
SeV after once selection of each candidate SeV. However,
observation variance is commonly inevitable due to vehicu-
lar mobility, complicated network environment, and diverse
requested tasks. In our simulations, we set the observation
variance as 20%.

D. Dynamic SeV Sets

We discuss the impact of dynamic SeV sets on average task
delay under different algorithms. As shown in Table III, we
focus on a representative TaV within three epochs, and each
epoch occupies 300 time slots in our simulation. For the TaV,
its candidate SeVs remain fixed at each epoch, while the can-
didate SeVs change across epochs. As such, at the beginning
of each epoch, the TaV needs to explore the newly appeared
SeVs for probably less task delay. If a SeV is available for the
TaV during a specified epoch, it is marked as “

√
”; otherwise,

the SeV is marked as “×.” We present the candidate SeV set in
Table III. In epochs 2 and 3, these learning-based algorithms
need to restart for seeking more suitable SeVs at time slots
201 and 601, respectively. For example, the SeV 8 has the
maximum computing resources and exactly appears in epoch
3. At the beginning of time slot 601, the TaV updates its can-
didate SeVs and restarts to learn the offloading performance
of the SeVs. After several times learning, the TaV offloads
computing-intensive tasks to the SeV 8 within epoch 3 and,
thus, achieves less task delay.

Fig. 5 illustrates the performance comparison of the
proposed algorithm with the existing ones under dynamic
SeV sets. From Fig. 5, we find that the proposed algorithm
shows superiority compared with other learning-based algo-
rithms in dynamic SeV sets. The reason is that both SeV’s
ability and SeV’s trustfulness are taken into account in the
proposed learning-based V2V computation offloading algo-
rithm. In this way, the offloading efficiency and safety are
significantly improved and, hence, contributing to better delay
performance.

E. Learning Regret

Fig. 6(a) shows the comparison of different algorithms in
the learning regret. Specifically, both UCB-AA and UCB-
TA achieve lower learning regret compared with UCB1. By
jointly considering SeV’s ability and SeV’s trustfulness, the
proposed LTO-ATA algorithm achieves better performance
compared with other learning-based algorithms. More explic-
itly, the proposed algorithm decreases the learning regret by
72.92%, 42%, and 39.81% from that of UCB1, UCB-AA,
and UCB-TA, respectively. Since CI has complete offloading
information, it enables to make the optimal offloading deci-
sion directly without learning. Furthermore, we observed that
the regret curves sublinearly rise with the increasing learn-
ing times. This observation demonstrates that the simulation
results are consistent with the proposed theorem (Theorem 1)
(detailed in Section V-C).

Fig. 6(b) presents the impact of observation variance on
the learning regret. Clearly, 30% variance incurs larger learn-
ing regret than that of 20% and 10%. The reason is that a
larger observation variance requires more learning times to
find the optimal SeV. These features slow down the learn-
ing convergence and incur excessive learning regret. When the
observation variance is zero, the TaV enables the optimal V2V
computation offloading after one connection between the TaV
and candidate SeVs. It is noted that no observation variance
is impractical in the real world.

Fig. 6(c) shows the impact of the weight factor β on
the learning regret. The parameter β denotes the exploration
weight in the learning-based algorithms, which is essential
to achieve the tradeoff between exploration and exploitation.
When β = 0, there is no exploration in learning. As a result,
the learning-based algorithms are easily trapped by suboptimal
SeVs and incur large learning regret. When β > 0, the learn-
ing regret is less than that of β = 0. Furthermore, β = 0.5
conducts a larger learning regret than that of β = 0.1. The
reason is that β = 0.5 pays excessive attention to the explo-
ration in learning, leading to degraded delay performance. In
our settings, only a small number of explorations are beneficial
to find the optimal SeV.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we investigated a learning-based approach
for V2V computation offloading. Specifically, we proposed a
learning-based V2V computation offloading algorithm, which
is enhanced through the ability awareness and trustfulness
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 5. Comparison of different algorithms in the average task delay under the dynamic SeV sets. (a) Epoch 1. (b) Epoch 2. (b) Epoch 3.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6. Comparison of the learning regret under different (a) algorithms, (b) variances, and (c) parameter β.

awareness of SeVs. Within the learning-based V2V computa-
tion offloading algorithm, TaVs are able to learn the offloading
performance from the candidate SeVs and make computation
offloading decisions without requiring the complete offload-
ing information in advance. Besides, both ability awareness
and trustfulness awareness of SeVs were emphasized in the
proposed algorithm, which facilitates effective and safe V2V
computation offloading. After that, we carried out extensive
simulations and the results showed the superiority of the
proposed algorithm compared with other algorithms. One lim-
itation of our work is that computing resources are randomly
allocated from a SeV to the TaVs. To address this issue, we
will extend our work by combining resource allocation and
offloading decisions into V2V computation offloading problem
in our future work.

APPENDIX

PROOF OF THEOREM 1

We analyze the total learning regret by bounding E{KT
n,s}.

To this end, we introduce an indicator function as I{x} ∈ {0, 1}.
When the event x is true, I{x} = 1; otherwise, I{x} = 0. Let
ε be a positive integer, denoting the selected times of SeV s.
Based on [49], we derive the following inequalities:

KT
n,s =

T∑
t=St

n+1

I
{
ξ t

n = s
}+ 1

≤
T∑

t=St
n+1

I

{
ξ t

n = s, Kt−1
n,s ≥ ε

}
+ ε

≤
∞∑

t=1

t−1∑
Kt

n,∗=1

t−1∑
Kt

n,s=ε

I

{(
1− At∗

)(
1− Ht∗

)

(
T̄ t

n−1,∗ −
√

β ln t

Kt−1
n,∗

)
≤ (1− At

s

)(
1− Ht

s

)
(

T̄ t
n−1,s −

√
β ln t

Kt−1
n,s

)}
+ ε. (22)

Then, we introduce the following two events:

V1 �
{

T̄ t−1
n,s ∈

[
μs −

√
β ln t

Kt−1
n,s

, μs +
√

β ln t

Kt−1
n,s

]}
(23)

V2 �
{(

1− At∗
)(

1− Ht∗
)(

T̄ t−1
n,∗ −

√
β ln t

Kt−1
n,∗

)

≤ (
1− At

s

)(
1− Ht

s

)(
T̄ t−1

n,s −
√

β ln t

Kt−1
n,s

)}
. (24)

Based on the Chernoff–Hoeffding bound, we obtain the
occurrence possibility of event V1

P

{
μs −

√
β ln t

Kt−1
n,s
≤ T̄ t−1

n,s ≤ μs +
√

β ln t

Kt−1
n,s

}
= 1− 2

t2β
. (25)

Correspondingly, we obtain the nonoccurrence possibility of
event V1, expressed as: P(

◦
V1) = 2/t2β .

Following that, we analyze the event V2. When one of the
following cases holds, we recognize that event V2 occurs.

Case i): Apart from the optimal SeV, the performance of
other SeVs is underestimated. We define the event as

C1 �
{(

1− At
s

)(
1− Ht

s

)
T̄ t−1

n,s > μs +
√

β ln t

Kt−1
n,s

}
. (26)

In this case, we obtain P(C1|V1) = 0.
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Case ii): The performance of the optimal SeV is overesti-
mated. The event is expressed as

C2,1 �
{(

1− At∗
)(

1− Ht∗
)
T̄ t−1

n,∗ < μ∗ −
√

β ln t

Kt−1
n,∗

}
. (27)

If At∗ = Ht∗ = 0, we derive P(C2,1|V1) = 0. When both
At∗ > 0 and Bt∗ > 0, we introduce the following event:

C2,2 �

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
(
1− At∗

)(
1− Ht∗

)
<

μ∗ −
√

β ln t
Kt−1

n,∗

T̄ t−1
n,∗

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭. (28)

Besides, an single event C2,2 is not sufficient for the learning
regret, we introduce the following inequality:

C2,3 �

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
(
1− At

s

)(
1− Ht

s

)
>

μs −
√

β ln t
Kt−1

n,s

T̄ t−1
n,s

⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭. (29)

After that, we define the event C2,4 � C2,2 ∩ C2,3.
Case iii): Based on the definitions of event 1 and event 2,

we introduce the following event:

C3 �
{

μs >

(
1− At∗

)(
1− Ht∗

)
(
1− At

s

)(
1− Ht

s

)
(

μ∗ − 2

√
β ln t

Kt−1
n,∗

)}
. (30)

In order to find the optimal SeV, the following constraint of
the confidence interval needs to be satisfied:√

β ln t

Kt−1
n,∗

<
μ∗
2
− μs

(
1− At

s

)(
1− Ht

s

)
2
(
1− At∗

)(
1− Ht∗

) . (31)

It is noted that C3 will never happen when the confidence
intervals are too small. Based on (31), we derive the selected
times of SeV s for processing task n up to time slot T

ε >

⌈
4β
((

1− At∗
)(

1− Ht∗
))2 ln T(

μ∗
(
1− At∗

)(
1− Ht∗

)− μs
(
1− At

s

)(
1− Ht

s

))2
⌉

. (32)

Based on the above analysis, we rewrite (22) as follows:

KT
n,s ≤ ε +

∞∑
t=1

t−1∑
Kt−1

n,∗ =1

t−1∑
Kt−1

n,s =ε

I
{
P(C1|V1)+ P

(
C2,1|V1

)

+ P
(
C2,4|V1

)+ P(C3|V1)+ P
( ◦

V1

)}

≤
⌈

4β
((

1− At∗
)(

1− Ht∗
))2 ln T(

μ∗
(
1− At∗

)(
1− Ht∗

)− μs
(
1− At

s

)(
1− Ht

s

))2
⌉

+
t−1∑

Kt
n,∗=1

t−1∑
Kt

n,s=ε

I
{
P
(
C2,4

)}+O(1). (33)

Owing to the changing of the average task delay and con-
fidence interval, it is challenging to derive the closed-form
expression for the event C2,4. Based on the analysis from [11],
we conclude that the occurrence times of the event C2,4 is a

liner function of Tf (e), where f (e) is a prediction error func-
tion. When e = 1, f (e) = 0. As such, we obtain the upper
bound

KT
n,s ≤

⌈
4β
((

1− At∗
)(

1− Ht∗
))2 ln t(

μ∗
(
1− At∗

)(
1− Ht∗

)− μs
(
1− At

s

)(
1− Ht

s

))2
⌉

+O(1)+ Tf (e). (34)

Finally, we use the upper bound in (34) to substitute KT
n,s

in (20) and, thus, we obtain the total learning regret as shown
in Theorem 1.
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